A-D1: Provide the plan for providing SDOT an accurate VMT
reports, as described in Requirement DS1(c ). Describe how the
company has completed this in Seattle or in other jurisdictions.
At the close of each permit year or within thirty (30) days of a request for a report from the Program
Manager, Bird will provide the City of Seattle a complete and accurate VMT report for our local operations,
which shall include the Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) to manage Bird’s entire fleet up to the point of the
request and the actual energy source used for all VMT.
Bird utilizes an energy estimator and VMT protocol that estimates energy consumed (kWh) from charging
scooters; captures VMT during pickup and dropoff; and captures odometer readings of our field teams.
Internally, we use this information to purchase carbon offsets and renewable energy certificates (RECs) to
mitigate our environmental impact. We also use this protocol to provide VMT reports to many of our city
partners, including the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency. Bird does not use gig-contractors
for our operations.

●

A-D2: Describe the ability to participate in mobility as a service
(MaaS) integration, particularly as it pertains to participating in
the Transit Go Rewards App with King County Metro, and/or
other potential integrations.
In Seattle, Bird will work closely with local officials to establish a seamlessly interoperable transit network
featuring our e-scooters, King County Metro services, and other sustainable transportation options from
local providers. Our solution will promote integrations of information, booking, payment and services,
including participating in the Transit GO Rewards App with King County Metro. We will also work with
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Sound Transit and King County Metro around vehicle staging and physical infrastructure planning, ensuring
that our service seamlessly integrates into and extends the existing network.
Our team has significant global experience working successfully with third-party platforms and establishing
interoperability with public transport systems. Our devices’ flexibility and affordability make them a natural
link to cities’ existing public transport services and allow riders to fulfill their specific first- and last-mile
needs. We currently work with four U.S. transit agencies, 18 global agencies, and several third-party transit
apps to provide advanced transit integrations working toward our shared Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
goals. These partnerships have taken on a variety of forms to date, including:
Partner

Integration Type

LA Metro

Dedicated parking

Details

Los Angeles, CA

Capital Metro

Parking nests

Austin, TX
Trenitalia
Primary train operator in
Italy

Dallas Area Rapid
Transit

Dedicated parking,
exclusive benefits

Information

Dallas, TX
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Transit Authority of
River City

Information

Louisville, KY
SNCF
France

Information

Cascais Proxima
Cascais, Portugal

Information

Wiener Linien

Unlock/lock, dedicated
parking

Vienna, Austria

SBB

Unlock/lock, dedicated
parking

Switzerland

BVG Jelbi
European third-party
transit planning and
payment app
Skipr
European third-party
transit planning and
payment app

Information, trip
planning, booking,
payment and dedicated
parking
Information, trip
planning, booking and
payment

i. Seattle Transit Integrations
In Seattle, we will partner with local transport authorities like King County Metro to create a cutting-edge
MaaS integration with our fleet–enabling our devices to play a key role in reaching the City’s goal of 90% of
personal trips being zero emission by 2030. To support this ambition, we will:
●

Work with a coalition of international experts to advance a framework to support sustainability in
MaaS. To fully decarbonize the transport sector, transport modes must be priced based on their
emissions profile, making high-emitting trips more expensive than more sustainable trips. Bird is
working with POLIS, MobilityData, Shared Streets, and Carbone 4 to develop data standards to
ensure reporting on sustainability indicators is consistent across operators. We are excited to
include Seattle in these discussions and to jointly develop a framework to enable MaaS platforms
to incentivize low-carbon trips.
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A-D5: Attach the disclosure language to which riders must agree,
as described in Requirement DS5.
Bird will disclose to each rider at least once during the permit term the types of data it collects from riders
and devices and the types of data Bird reports to others. Before the rider rents a device, Bird will also
disclose its pricing structure, including all rates, fees, surcharges, penalties, and other costs the rider may
incur by renting the device. Bird’s terms and conditions are consistent with the requirements of RCW
46.20.500. See Appendix A for more details.
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